Oak Hill Academy Curriculum Newsletter Year 6 Spring 2
Curriculum Overview
Welcome back to the second half of the term! Our No Limits assignment this half-term is ‘The Heart of the Jungle’,
underpinned by the Aspirations focus: ‘Spirit of Adventure’. As part of the topic, we will become scientists and
explore how the circulatory system works, as well as why it is important to keep our bodies healthy.
This topic will include, English, Maths, Science, PSHCE, Computing, Art, and PE. The children will also be
continuing with Specialism days every other week where they will take part in Wellness, Spanish, Music and PE.

English

Maths

Science

This half-term, we will be exploring a
range of reading sources (visual,
textual and audio); we will use these
sources to sharpen our knowledge of
the Content Domains in Readingwith particular emphasis on
vocabulary, retrieval and inference.

This half term we will be continuing
with our Mathematics Mastery
Programme of Study and also
revisiting Key Skills.

Our driving question- linked to
our ‘No Limits’ assignment- is How
can we, as jungle inhabitants,
explain the inner workings of the
human body?
The final product will be creating
a ‘Horrible Science’ style
documentary about the journey
around the human body.

In Writing, we will be Writing to Inform,
Writing to Entertain and Writing to
Persuade with different text types
based around our No Limits
Assignment
We will continue our learning in SPaG
by applying our knowledge
meaningfully in a range of writing
tasks that relate to our topics.

Multiply and Divide Fractions
Add and Subtract Fractions
Percentages and Statistics
We will also be revisiting key skills
through arithmetic and reasoning
questions daily.

Class Novel
Our class novel for this half term is:

‘The Jungle Book’
by Rudyard Kipling.

Wellness:
Money in My Future
(INTELLECTUAL WELLNESS)
Understand that finance plays an
important role in people’s lives and
can recognise links between
learning, the world of work and
future economic wellbeing.

PE

Art

This half term’s PE foci are:

We will be linking our Art to our Science topic as we will be
recreating pieces using drawing and collage. The children

DANCE, NETBALL, FITNESS

will focusing on certain artists and use a variety of

We will let you know which days children will need to wear PE kits
into school each week.

techniques to interpret different parts of the human body.

Homework
Compulsory weekly homework will include:
Reading: Your child should be reading 15 minutes an evening using their Accelerated Reader book from the
school library.
TTRS and SumDog: This half term, the children will not be assigned weekly homework on Google Classroom,
instead we would like them to consolidate their SPaG, Maths and Reading from this half term by going on
Sumdog and Times Tables Rock Stars.
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